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1. Introduction

With the soaring requirement of building space in metropolises, high-rise building development is indispensable, and thus deep piles are imperative. Pile length can range from 20 m to 60 m due to large loads from upper structures needing to be transferred into soils. Apart from designing long pile foundations, which can provide more friction resistance, grouting technology is also a good way to increase the ultimate bearing capacity. Sometimes this technology is also applied in construction of large diameter deep piles. One example is the two bored piles with depths of 65 m and 91 m tested in western Bangladesh with test results showing increments of end bearing and shaft baring capacity and decreases of base settlements [1]. Another example is a skyscraper project in London, where the diameters of piles were 2.4 m with a length of 63 m [2].

Compared to bored piles, precast concrete piles are frequently more costly [3]. However, during the process of cast-in-situ construction, some soil deposits can remain at the base area after drilling the hole. The remaining deposit, which is accumulated by collapse during drilling, will lead to a decrease in the end resistance capacity of the pile and an increase of pile settlement. This potential for reduced pile capacity was affirmed during construction in Taiyuan City, China, where capacities were much lower than the designed requirement tested by static load tests [4]. Furthermore, the drilling operation can loosen the soil underneath the base of the bored hole which can also lead to excessive working load settlement. Engineers nowadays use admixtures like polymeric slurry or bentonite as a support to avoid the collapse of soils during drilling construction; this, however, creates other issues. The use of these materials may lead to capacity decrease of pile shafts because these admixtures create a layer between soil and pile when combined with soil and water, which consequently leads to a decrease of friction resistance of the pile. It has been reported that this admixture layer or composite layer can decrease the pile bearing capacity by 30% to 40% [5].

Such limitations, however, can be addressed with a base and shaft grouting technique (or postgrouting technique). This construction technology of cast-in-situ piles started in
the mid of 1970s. It can generally be categorized into a flat jack system which consists of grout delivery pipes connected to a steel plate with a rubber membrane and a sleeve-port system that consists of 2–4 U-tubes installed at the bottom of the pile. This U-tube is covered by rubber and can be arranged in various configurations [6]. Cement admixture which is blended into various ratios is the popular material for grouting. It is injected to the pile toe through U-tubes under high pressure, consequently restoring the original density of the base soil and reducing the settlement of the pile when loading transfers from the upper structure [3]. It is worth noting that, due to high pressure, partial cement admixture will force the admixture layers upwards, which leads to a recovering and improvement of shaft resistance around the pile. As shown in Figure 1, there is, therefore, a new cement layer created after the grouting is applied.

Analytical analysis methods can predict the ultimate capacity of bored and driven piles, but they are only used for primary design. In order to obtain pile capacity, the most popular methods are static load tests because they can provide the most accurate results from piles [7]. This test system includes the hydraulic jacks which are used for load provision reference beams and a measuring system. By conducting compressive/uplift/lateral static load tests, the pile displacement can be determined under corresponding loads (axial compression, tension, or lateral loads).

Field geotechnical testing includes dynamic load tests, compressive and uplift static load tests, and O-Cell tests [8]. Several compressive static load tests of base grouted piles have been conducted. Due to grouting being more popular in granular soils, some researchers have focused on the soil type effect and load transfer mechanism [9, 10]. Other researchers have concentrated on the construction process and capacity improvements [12, 13]. Recent tests and numerical simulations have shown that the postgrouted concrete piles can increase twice the ultimate capacity of defected piles and increase about 20% compared to normal piles [14]. Compared to grouting piles and non-grouting piles, results have shown that grouting could increase 18–19% of shaft resistance and 63% of base resistance [15]. Through tests on seven piles, Zhang et al. [16] have pointed out that post-technology has had an enhancing effect on shaft and base resistance, but the increase in pile capacity was affected by slenderness ratio. For the research of grouting techniques on precast piles, a recent experimental and FEM study has proposed the capacity estimation and method of grout pressure [17]. Several other projects with application of base grouting techniques have been provided by Sinnreich and Simpson [18]; however, these results are ambivalent because some projects illustrate increase of grouted pile capacity and some projects do not.

A large number of investigations have been carried out to obtain the behaviors of piles under uplift loading. Some researchers have focused on the behaviors of different types of piles such as precast piles, cast-in-situ bored piles, and steel pipe piles [19–21]. Other researchers have concentrated on the uplift behavior of piles in cohesionless soil [22–24]. Through experimental tests, a study revealed that pile behavior under uplift force depends mainly on pile embedment depth-to-diameter ratio and soil properties [22]. A further study investigated pile behavior under combined uplift and lateral loading [25]. Recent research on belled and multibelled piles in dry loose sand has also been conducted, with uplift resistance being found to increase up to 60% in comparison with straight piles [26]. The investigations of base and shaft grouted uplift field tests, capacity improvement, and load transfer mechanism, however, remain limited. This paper is based on the work of Zhou et al. [27] with additional analysis. Zhou et al. [27] has reported the static load test of postgrouted pile, whereas this paper examines both static and dynamic load tests of piles on the same case study.

In order to determine the load transfer behavior of piles under compressive and uplift static load tests, wire vibration strain-reinforced bars are commonly used. The disadvantage of these strain gauge applications is that labor is required and it is time consuming. A project may be delayed in order to avoid the damage of strain gauges during transference of the steel cages, pouring of concrete, and breaking the pile tip. With developing technology, dynamic load tests can provide good results with load transfer information. Compared to static load tests, Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) tests are relatively cheaper and time saving [28]. A popular program is the Case Pile Wave Analysis Program (CAPWAP). The bearing capacity and the distribution along the pile shaft and toe as well as simulated static load tests can be determined by matching signals obtained from the dynamic load tests [29]. The strain sensors and accelerometers are used to measure the force and velocity inside the pile after applying load provided by a hammer. The load transfer mechanism can be obtained when the matched wave approaches the acquired wave onsite. Investigations of driven polymeric piles using dynamic load tests were conducted in Elizabeth, New Jersey, providing load testing installation and comparison between static and dynamic load tests. That paper also focused on the possible application of plastic piles under axial loading [30].

As mentioned above, there is limited research on compressive and uplift loaded grouting piles. This paper, therefore, aims to investigate the ultimate capacity of postgrouted concrete piles under compressive and uplift loading and load transfer mechanism by static load tests. By comparing the compressive capacity among piles with shaft and base grouting, base grouting only, and no grouting, the increment

Figure 1: Postgrouted concrete pile.
of pile capacity by the grouting technique is determined. The increment of uplift capacity by grouting is also observed by uplift static load tests. In addition, to interpret the static load tests, double-tangent, DeBeer’s, Chin’s, and Mazurkiewicz’s methods are provided [31]. This paper also provides dynamic load tests for load transfer mechanism analysis. It should be noted that this paper investigated the piles’ behavior and shaft mechanisms under different grouting techniques, which has not been reported based on results’ comparison between static load tests and dynamic load tests.

2. Subsurface Condition

The project aims to build a 22-level office building at a height of 82.95 m, with a construction area of 50.8 m × 42.2 m. This construction site is located in Jinan City, China. The subsurface exploration was determined through laboratory and in situ tests. The in situ tests of standard penetration tests (SPT) and cone penetration tests (CPT) and laboratory tests of consolidation tests, direct shear tests, and triaxial tests were conducted based on the Chinese Standard for Soil Tests Method code and the Investigation of Geotechnical Engineering code, respectively.

A hammer with a weight of 63.5 kg was selected for SPT and CPT tests, and the counts for 300 mm and 100 mm penetrations were recorded as N value and N63.5 value, respectively (10 in situ tests, Clause 10.4 and 10.5). The soil classification was determined based on these N values and was based on Clause 3.3 of Soil Classification [32]. Laboratory tests including consolidation shear test and triaxial tests (CU& UU) were conducted for soil characteristics of specific gravity, relative density, porosity, void ratio, saturation ratio, water content, plastic limit, liquidity index, direct shear test, cohesion, and friction angle based on Clause 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, and 18, respectively [33]. Based on the borehole logs, the simplified soil layers were then discovered as follows, with the properties of soil layers illustrated in Table 1:

1. Miscellaneous fill: loose, containing gravel and rubble, diameter ranging from 2.0 to 7.0 mm, and the average thickness of 2.61 m
2. Silty clay: medium stiff, yellowish with high plasticity, and the average thickness of 3.0 m
3. Gravel: medium dense and the average thickness of 3.5 m
4. Silty clay: medium stiff, low plasticity, and the average depth of 3.5 m
5. Gravel: medium dense with dark clay and the diameter of gravel ranging from 5.5 m
6. Residual soil: dense, containing iron and manganese oxides, and the average thickness of 5.0 m
7. Weathered diorite: medium to dense and the average depth of 4.0 m
8. Highly weathered diorite: medium to dense and the average thickness of 1.7 m
9. Bearing stratum: very dense, RQD of 40, and the average strength of 10.65 MPa

This project required underground car parks, so the excavation construction started first with the depth of 9 m. After the soil was removed, the in situ piles were cast and were surrounded by 4 layers. The compressive and uplift loaded piles of P51, P121, P126, P15, and P16 were adjacent to each other, so the soil condition was similar. The soil layers surrounding the piles were residual soil with thickness of 5 m, weathered diorite with average thickness of 4 m, highly weathered diorite with average thickness of 1.7 m, and bearing stratum.

3. Pile Description

Three and two concrete bored piles with label of P51, P121, P126, P15, and P16 were cast for conducting compressive and uplift static load tests, respectively. All these piles were made of the same concrete and reinforcement, with the same diameter and length (Tables 2 and 3), but the grouting technology used was different. Different to the base grouting, base and shaft grouting system contains a circular tube (R = 800 mm) with an inside diameter of 5 mm and an additional shaft grouting pipe (Figure 2), which was welded to steel cages. This grouting tube was drilled with small holes with a spacing of 150 mm covered by a membrane which is used to prevent the fine sand blocking the grouting holes.

As depicted in Table 3, during the construction process, P126 was cast using base and shaft grouting technology, and P121 was cast using base grouting only. In order to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil layers</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Average N value</th>
<th>Γ (kN/m²)</th>
<th>C (kPa)</th>
<th>φ' (°)</th>
<th>Fak (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous fill</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silty clay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silty clay</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual soil</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weathered diorite</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly weathered diorite</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing stratum</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
obtain the results of trial comparison, P51 was cast without any grouting. For the piles suffering from uplift force, uplift SLTs could have been conducted with P51, P121, and P126, but with consideration of loading influence from compressive SLTs, this team determined to cast the other two piles with labels of P15 and P16. The difference between these two piles was that P15 was applied with base and shaft grouting technology. The dynamic load tests were conducted on P121 and P126 for determination of load transfer behaviors.

### 4. Tests Setup

The SLTs were conducted based on the Chinese Technical Code for Testing of Building Foundation Piles [34]. According to this code, the maximum applied loads should be 2 times the designed loads with an increment value of 1/10 $L_{\text{Max}}$ (e.g., for compressive SLTs: $L_{\text{Max}} = 2 \times 4500 \text{kN}$; increment loading = 900 kN). As shown in Figures 3 and 4, four and two hydraulic jacks (QF630T-20) were used for providing loads to piles for compressive and uplift SLTs, respectively. The loading started from 1800 kN with consecutive increments of 900 kN and was released with decrements of 1800 kN back to 0 kN for the compressive SLTs (P51, P121, and P126); the loading started from 600 kN with consecutive increments of 300 kN and was released consecutively with decrements of 600 kN back to 0 kN for the uplift load tests (P15, and P16).

![Figure 2: Base and shaft grouting system.](image2)

![Figure 3: Compressive SLT setup.](image3)

![Figure 4: Uplift SLT setup.](image4)
of the Chinese standard [34], after each load was applied, the vertical movement of piles was recorded at intervals of 5, 10, and 15 minutes, and at least 30 minutes was required if the accumulated time exceeded 1 hour. The loading could be terminated in the case of the following conditions: (1) the applied loading is equal to the value of 0.9 times the ultimate strength of reinforcement, (2) a quintuple movement change from the previous loading is discovered, or (3) pile head movement is increased up to 100 mm.

The setup of dynamic load tests is illustrated in Figure 5. For this test, the dynamic penetration analyzer (PDA) (RS-1616K(S)) was used for signal analysis. Two accelerators (SY-2) and two strain transducers (CYB-YB-FIKA) were installed symmetrically onto the pile surface with a distance equal to or over the value of 2D (D-diameter of pile) from the pile head. The wave signal was recorded by accelerators and strain transducers after a heavy hammer punched onto the pile head, and the PDA matched the signal based on the CAPWAP program.
5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Results of Compressive SLTs. The load-settlement curves of three compressive loaded piles are provided in Figure 6; after the maximum loading of 9000 kN is applied, the maximum settlements of pile heads are 11.68 mm, 13.37 mm, and 11.74 mm, respectively. The final settlements of P51 and P121 are discovered as 8.11 mm and 7.36 mm, respectively. This is highly because the bearing stratum is diorite, which leads to a small settlement decrease after base grouting. P126 shows a smaller total settlement of 2.8 mm. This demonstrates that the base and shaft grouting will decrease the final settlement of a pile foundation. The S-lgQ of these 3 compressive loaded piles is provided in Figure 7. Through S-lgQ curvatures, the ultimate compressive bearing capacities of piles can be determined, albeit with difficulty, to be 6800 kN, 7100 kN, and 8000 kN, respectively. This is because the tests are "Prove Tests," which aim to ensure that the pile settlement is acceptable under the maximum loading (equal to twice the design load). All 3 pile foundations illustrate semielastic characteristics, and the nonfailure settlements lead to difficulty in determining the capacity from S-lgQ curves. The determination of ultimate pile capacity then needs more comprehensive analysis.

Another common method to plotting the failure criteria of drilled pile is the "double-tangent" method, emphasized by AASHTO (2002) and FHWA (1992c) [7]. In addition, it can also be performed by DeBeer's log-log method and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pile label</th>
<th>Double-tangent Load (kN)</th>
<th>Settlement (mm)</th>
<th>DeBeer's Load (kN)</th>
<th>Settlement (mm)</th>
<th>Chin's Load (kN)</th>
<th>Settlement (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P51</td>
<td>7560</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7600</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P121</td>
<td>7700</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7900</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>11,111</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P126</td>
<td>8250</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8300</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Results of uplift static load tests.

Figure 10: Results of S-lgQ curvature.

Figure 11: Uplift SLT result of P15.
Chin’s method. Through plotting data using logarithmic scales, the failure load and corresponded maximum vertical settlement can be determined [35]. Chin [36] assumed that the Q-s relationship is hyperbolic, and plotting $\Delta/P$ versus load determines the bearing capacity of pile. As provided in (1), the inverse slope results in the failure value. The results of these three piles based on Chin’s method are provided in Figure 8. Three functions are found, and the slopes of P51, P121, and P126 are determined as 1E-4, 9E-5, and 8E-5, respectively. By determining two tangent lines in the Q-s curves of each pile, the intersection points which represent the ultimate capacity are determined, and by plotting the values from Q-s curves into lgQ-lgS curves (DeBeer’s method), the capacity can be determined.

$$Qu = 1/C_1,$$

(1)

where $Qu$ is the pile ultimate bearing capacity and $C_1$ is the slope of the plotted line.

Based on these methods, the bearing capacities as well as corresponding settlement of these 3 piles are summarized in Table 4. It can be seen that all interpretation methods illustrate that the pile capacity of base and shaft grouted pile is greater than that of the base grouted pile and that the capacity of piles with grouting technology is better than that of the traditionally treated pile. Because the double-tangent method and DeBeer’s method are all aimed to find a point which can represent a “turning trend” through two tangent lines and logarithmic scales, the settlements determined from these two methods are close to each other as shown in Table 4.

5.2. Results of Uplift SLTs. In order to check if the piles achieved the design requirement when the piles suffered from uplift force and determine the improvement of base and shaft grouting techniques, two piles were selected for uplift static load tests with labels of P15 and P16. As shown in
Figure 9, when the maximum loading of 3000 kN is applied, the maximum vertical movements of P15 and P16 are 15.1 mm and 15.38 mm, respectively. It can be seen that before the loading value of 2500 kN, the vertical displacement of grouted pile is greater than that of the nongrouted pile; this phenomenon is highly caused by the disturbed soil layers that are not stable at a particular stage and then more loads applied. It also illustrates that when loading from 0 kN to 3000 kN, the load lines demonstrate as linear. This illustrates that these two piles could resist more loading. By analyzing S-lgQ curves, it can be seen that there are no plunging points, as shown in Figure 10. This also illustrates that the pile achieves the designed load, but the maximum loading is not the ultimate bearing loading. Further research is required for ultimate bearing determination.

The ultimate uplift bearing capacity of nonfailure uplift SLTs can be determined by the modified Mazurkiewicz method [37]. The assumption is that when the nominate settlement (load/settlement) value is equal to 0 when the loading is small and the settlement is very high, a line would intersect with $y$-axis, which illustrates the uplift ultimate bearing capacity of pile. As shown in Figures 11 and 12, two functions are determined, and when $x = 0$, the ultimate uplift bearing capacities of P15 and P16 are 6299 kN and 5442 kN, respectively.

5.3. Dynamic Load Tests. Two dynamic load tests were conducted on piles of P121 and P126. Through CAPWAP programs, via many trials, the final matched signals are
provided in Figures 13 and 14. Based on these two matched signals, the simulated load-settlement curves, the unit shaft resistance along the pile length, and load transfer characteristics are provided in Figures 15 and 16. Through dynamic load tests results, the ultimate bearing capacities of P121 and P126 are 9071 kN and 9851.5 kN with corresponding maximum settlements of 26.37 mm and 18.93 mm, respectively. As shown in Figure 15, the shaft resistance of base grouted pile is not uniformly distributed along the pile, and compared to the results as illustrated in Figure 16, shaft grouting technology changed the shaft resistance and showed a relatively uniform distribution. This phenomenon occurred because shaft grouting changed the property of soil from pile shaft. It can also be seen that the shaft resistances of P121 and P126 are 4217.3 kN and 4850.0 kN, respectively. From the load transfer characteristic diagrams, it can be determined that load decreased along the pile length but increased with increasing applied loads. From comparison of load transfer characteristic diagrams between Figures 15 and 16, it can also be found that the shaft grouting increased the shaft resistance of the pile.

All tested pile results are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. As shown in Table 5, all results obtained from different methods demonstrate that the base grouting and base and shaft grouting improve the ultimate bearing capacity of the piles. For instance, based on DeBeer’s method, the capacity of base and shaft grouting pile (P126) is 8250 kN, and the base grouting pile of P121 is 7700 kN; these two values are all greater than the no grouting pile P51, where
capacity is 7560 kN. This is because the grouting technique increases the shaft and base area to resist the compressive working loads. In addition, it can also be seen that the ultimate load and settlement acquired from the double-tangent method is close to the outcome obtained from DeBeer’s method. Furthermore, the results obtained from Chin’s method and dynamic methods are relatively close to each other.

For the friction resistance analysis of uplift load tests and compressive dynamic load tests, Table 6 demonstrates that base and shaft grouted piles possess better capacity than the base grouted piles (4850.0 > 4217.3) and piles without grouting (6299 > 5442). The phenomenon is caused by the postgrouting technique, which increases the total friction area between concrete surface and soil layers. It can also be seen that the grouting technique can improve shaft capacity as well as the end bearing capacity of piles (9851.5–4850.0 > 9071–4217.3). Furthermore, compared to the shaft resistance results obtained from dynamic load tests, Mazurkiewicz’s method overestimates the ultimate capacity of uplift loaded piles.

6. Conclusions

This paper provides the setup of static and dynamic load tests and various methodologies which are used to determine the ultimate compressive and uplift bearing capacity under nonplunging failure conditions. It illustrates that the results from double-tangent and DeBeer’s methods are close to each other and that the results from Chin’s and dynamic methods are close to each other.

Compared to the ultimate compressive static load tests’ results, it shows that the base and shaft grouting pile increases about 9.82% of its capacity without any grouting. The base grouting pile increases approximately 2.89% of its capacity without grouting. Furthermore, the capacity of the shaft and base grouted pile increases 6.1% of the base grouting pile, and this value is close to results obtained from dynamic load tests (8.6%).

By comparing the ultimate uplift static load test results, it can be determined that there is a 15.7% increment of ultimate pile capacity and shaft capacity after using base and shaft grouting technology. Compared to the shaft resistance capacities of base grouted piles with base and shaft grouted piles obtained from dynamic load test, a 15.0% increment is demonstrated.

This paper also provides the load transfer characteristic of piles obtained from dynamic load tests. Because the base grouting and shaft grouting techniques were the same, these tests were conducted without consideration of grouting materials and pressure. Further study should be initiated focusing on the influence of various materials, grouting pressure, and proportion of the grouting material to determine the best way to increase pile capacity.
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